OVERBURDEN

SARNATHERM-XPS INSULATION

SARNAFIL DRAINAGE COMPOSITE

SARNAFIL G476 WATERPROOFING MEMBRANE

SARNAFLET NWP-HD LEVELING LAYER

FILTER FABRIC

SARNABAR-SS AND PVC SARNACORD

HOT-AIR WELD

CONCRETE DECK

G459 GRID STRIP MEMBRANE SET INTO SIKAFLEX-111FC GRID ADHESIVE

BATTEN INSULATION/COMPRRESSIBLE JOINT FILLER

BACKER ROD (COMPATIBLE) 1.5 TIMES WIDTH OF JOINT

NOTES:
1) SEALANT IS A MAINTENANCE ITEM NOT COVERED UNDER SIKA SARNAFIL WARRANTY.
2) THE BACK OF THE G459 GRID STRIP MEMBRANE MUST BE PRIMED WITH SIKAFLEX PRIMER 449.

EXPANSION JOINT